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Important Notice
Any individual who is in any doubt about investing
in the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service should
consult an investment adviser that is authorised by
the Financial Conduct Authority, or an appropriately
qualified taxation adviser.
This brochure, together with the Stellar AiM Inheritance
Tax Service Terms and Service Agreement (‘Terms’)
and the corresponding Application Form, constitute
a financial promotion in relation to Section 21 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. It is issued by
Stellar Asset Management Limited (‘Stellar’), Kendal
House, 1 Conduit Street, London W1S 2XA, which is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority in the United Kingdom (RN: 474710). This
brochure is dated 30 June 2020.
It is important that investors and their advisers read the
whole brochure and associated documents, including
the key risks on page 12 and the service agreement,
which is in the Terms and forms part of any decision
to invest in the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service.
Nothing in this brochure or any associated documents
constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice
by Stellar.
This brochure is provided on a confidential basis. You
may not copy, reproduce or further distribute this
brochure or any of its content to any other person
at any time, nor discuss with any other person the
proposal in this brochure without the prior written
consent of Stellar.
An investment in the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax
Service may expose you to a significant risk of losing
all of the money invested. There are significant other
risks associated with an investment, which are set out
in the Terms.
This brochure should not be communicated outside
of the United Kingdom. Significantly, the tax treatment
for investors who are based outside of the United
Kingdom will differ from that set out in this brochure,
and they may not receive the reliefs available to United
Kingdom investors.

The information contained in this brochure makes
reference to the current laws concerning Business
Relief. These levels and bases of relief may be subject
to change. The tax reliefs referred to in this brochure
are those currently available to certain persons and
their value depends on individual circumstances.
Stellar has taken all reasonable care to ensure that all the
facts stated in this brochure (as at the date of publication)
are true and accurate in all material respects, and that
there are no other material facts or opinions that have
been omitted, which would make any part of this
promotion misleading. However, where information has
been obtained from third party sources, Stellar cannot
accept responsibility for the completeness or accuracy
of that information, and potential investors must form
their own opinion as to the reliance they place on that
information. Neither delivery of this brochure, nor
anything stated within it, should be taken to imply that
any information in this brochure is correct as of any date
after the date of publication.
No representation is made or assurance given that such
statements, views, projections or forecasts are correct
or that the objectives of the Stellar AiM Inheritance
Tax Service will be achieved. Prospective investors
must determine for themselves if such statements,
views, projections or forecasts are reasonable and no
responsibility is accepted by Stellar or any other person
in respect thereof.
Prospective investors will need, and be expected
to make, their own independent assessment of an
investment in the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service
and to rely on their own judgement (or that of their
independent financial adviser) in respect of any
investments they may make through the Stellar AiM
Inheritance Tax Service, and the legal, regulatory, tax
and investment consequences and risks of so doing.
If you have any questions, please consult
your adviser or call Stellar on 020 3195 3500.
Please note that calls to Stellar may be recorded.
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Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service
The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service is a discretionary managed service, which is designed for investors who
wish to leave a legacy free from inheritance tax. Capital is invested in a diversified portfolio of approximately 40
companies which are quoted on the Alternative Investment Market (AiM) of the London Stock Exchange.
You and your beneficiaries should benefit from 100% inheritance tax relief - provided that the portfolio is held for
a minimum of two years, and at the time of death.
This brochure will introduce you to Stellar and our range of services. We will provide context to both inheritance
tax and Business Relief, how the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service operates, and the important information you
need to make an informed investment decision.

Key Features

Tax efficiency
Relief from IHT
after two years

Transparent Fees

Heritage

Our fees are competitive
and completely
transparent

Long term
track record

Control

Choice

Retain ownership
of your investments,
so you keep control

Available within GIA
or ISAaccounts and via
wrap platforms

Reducing exposure

Diversified

No more than 5%
exposureto each
individual company

The portfolio typically
comprises 40 AiM listed
companies
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Welcome to Stellar
‘When I founded Stellar in 2007 my objective was to create a wide
range of innovative and flexible inheritance tax services which allow
investors to retain full control of, and access to, their capital. Rather
than locking capital up in trusts and insurance policies, I want to give
our investors more choice and the opportunity to retain ownership of
their capital throughout their lifetime.
My team has managed tax-efficient services for investors who want to
create a lasting legacy for their families since 1991. Drawing on our
extensive experience, we have created a diverse range of estate and
succession planning services, all of which seek to provide 100% relief
from inheritance tax after just two years.
We pride ourselves on our level of knowledge and experience and our
track record in developing and managing successful inheritance tax
mitigation services.
A commitment to transparency is at the heart of our business - as well
as offering real choice, delivering uncapped returns, and providing
services which can be tailored to your specific needs.
Our helpful and knowledgeable team is always available to assist
with any questions you have, and our website contains a wide
range of resources and useful information - to help you learn
more about us and the ways in which we can help.
I look forward to working with you.’

Jonathan Gain
Chief Executive

Collaborative Intergenerational
Inheritance Tax Services
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About Us
We are the inheritance tax and estate planning specialists, with over three decades of financial services experience.
Our directors have been at the forefront of tax-efficient UK investment since the early 1990s, when they established
the tax and property division of a major independent merchant bank. Over the next decade this company became
one of the market leading investment houses in the market, with assets under management of some £3.5 billion
at its peak.
Drawing on this previous experience, Stellar was formed in 2007, with the aim of helping investors to mitigate
inheritance tax. Today we remain an independent firm, which is wholly owned by its directors and staff.

Our Philosophy and Purpose
Our philosophy is simple. At Stellar, we put you first. We align all we do to produce the outcomes that you require.
We strive to be the leading provider of intergenerational inheritance tax services. We work with you to provide
services which allow you to retain ownership and control of your capital during your lifetime - as well as offering the
potential for uncapped investment returns, and the reassurance that your legacy can be passed to your beneficiaries
free from inheritance tax. This is central to our intent, our purpose. It’s what drives us in all we do.

What We Do
The light that we are able to shine on the inheritance tax landscape helps to create a clear pathway to achieving
each investor’s required outcomes.
We do this by offering a wide range of services that provide you with relief from inheritance tax through a number
of qualifying business activities - while ensuring that you continue to own, and have access to, your capital. These
services are underpinned by Business Relief, a longstanding government legislation which seeks to provide you
with 100% relief from inheritance tax after two years.
The business activities in which we invest are tailored to suit different objectives, and currently include Commercial
Forestry, Hotels, Bridging Finance, Care Homes, Leisure Assets and Commercial and Residential Property
Development - as well as AiM portfolio services, which are also available via an Individual Savings Account (ISA).
We are focused solely on services for inheritance tax mitigation, and our clients include individuals, trustees,
business owners and those with Lasting Powers of Attorney. Our inheritance tax services are designed to create the
right balance of flexibility and control - providing you with confidence and reassurance, today and in the future.
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Why We Are Different
Diversified
Our qualifying business activities are diversified across a range of sectors, to
ensure that the risk is spread. Each service is further diversified geographically
across the UK.

Focused
Our core focus is wealth preservation across all of our inheritance tax services.
We then seek to achieve cautious medium-term growth.

Transparent
We pride ourselves on being transparent because we fully disclose all our fees.
Each service has its own clearly defined investment strategy, and we report
regularly on how your portfolio is performing.

Range
We offer a range of services that provide relief from inheritance tax through a
number of qualifying business activities - while ensuring that you continue to
own, have control of and access to, your capital.

Professional
We take the responsibility of looking after your legacy seriously - thoroughly
researching our chosen activities and each individual investment opportunity.
We always employ professional legal and taxation advisers.

Heritage
Drawing on experience gained over 20+ years in the industry, our team has
created inheritance tax planning services for investors who wish to leave
a lasting legacy for their beneficiaries.
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Introduction to Inheritance
Tax and Business Relief
Inheritance Tax

This is charged on the value of everything you own after your
death, in excess of the Nil Rate Band (NRB) - which is a tax-free
allowance, currently set at £325,000 per individual and £650,000
for married couples and civil partners.
Legislation introduced in 2016 offered qualifying estates an
additional tax-free allowance known as the Residential Nil Rate
Band (RNRB), which was phased in over four years and now
provides a further £175,000 per individual on top of the standard
NRB. However, there are limitations on which estates are entitled
to this additional threshold, and the relief is tapered for estates
valued at over £2 million.
Any value in excess of the NRB, and the RNRB if relevant, is taxed
at 40% - and the nature of this tax means that your beneficiaries
are left to pay the bill. Added to this, rising house prices mean
that more families than ever before are falling into the inheritance
tax trap - which underlines the importance of careful inheritance
tax planning.

Business Relief

Traditional inheritance tax planning strategies can help to reduce the
final bill that your family will need to pay. However, in many cases it
takes seven years before the assets which you pass on are entirely
exempt from inheritance tax, and this usually involves a transfer of
those assets during your lifetime. But there is an alternative, which
takes advantage of something called Business Relief.
This was introduced in 1976 to allow a business owner to pass
on their business to family members, without incurring inheritance
tax. Our inheritance tax services seek to operate within this
robust legislation.
Further details regarding tax are provided in
the Terms. Prospective investors should also
seek independent tax advice prior to subscribing
to the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service.
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Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service

Introduction to AiM

Our inheritance tax services are backed by Business
Relief legislation, meaning that you can pass capital
to your beneficiaries with 100% inheritance tax relief,
whilst also keeping complete control of your capital
- as long as you have held the shares for at least two
years, and at the time of death.

AiM is the most successful growth market in
the world. Since its launch in 1995 over 3,800*
companies have chosen to join AiM. Powering
the businesses of tomorrow, AiM continues to help
growing companies raise the capital they need for
expansion. Today there are over 800 companies*
quoted on AiM, with a combined market capitalisation
of nearly £100 billion*.

The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service is a discretionary
managed portfolio. We invest in a diversified portfolio
of approximately 40 companies quoted on the
Alternative Investment Market of the London Stock
Exchange. After two years the value of your portfolio
should qualify for full relief from inheritance tax,
provided the investments are held at the time of death

The AiM market includes new, ambitious and
little-known companies that are keen to grow;
but not exclusively so. Some of AiM’s larger and
more familiar names include ASOS, Boohoo and
Fever-Tree. With a market capitalisation of
approximately £3 billion*, ASOS is one of the biggest
and most successful companies currently quoted
on AiM.

The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service is available
to investors both inside and outside an ISA. We also
accept both portfolio and ISA transfers. If you are
interested in ISAs please read our Stellar AiM ISA
Inheritance Tax Service brochure.

The nature of AiM means that the size of the companies
quoted can vary quite dramatically, with 89.7% of
the companies in the index valued at less than £250
million and only 2.2% with a value of over £1 billion.*

How to Invest for Capital Preservation on AiM
As with any investment, in-depth research should pay dividends. Careful selection and a sound understanding of
the type and range of companies quoted on AiM means it is possible to invest in companies which offer greater
stability and lower risk attributes. With capital preservation at the core of our portfolio, we focus on the larger and
more established companies.
The graph below highlights that whilst the number of companies on AiM has reduced, their average size has
increased. The average market capitalisation of AiM companies was £58 million in May 2007, compared to £119
million in May 2020.

The growth of AiM since its launch in 1995

The Growth of AiM since its launch in 1995
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Our Investment Strategy
The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service is a discretionary managed portfolio service which comprises approximately
40 AiM quoted companies, all of which qualify for Business Relief. It aims to provide investors with a blend of capital
preservation and growth.
AiM currently comprises over 800 quoted
companies with a combined market
capitalisation of nearly £100bn. We exclude
a substantial portion of these companies
from our portfolio because they have small
market capitalisations and/or demonstrate
higher levels of volatility.
The companies are selected using a ‘bottom up’ approach
which is based on fundamentals, as opposed to satisfying any
predetermined category definitions or weightings.

Key Attributes We Seek

£

Uncomplicated
business model

Market valuation
and liquidity

Strength of
the company’s
balance sheet

Management
commitment

Quality of the
shareholder base

AiM currently comprises over 800
quoted companies with a combined
market capitalisation of nearly £100bn.
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The Value of Diversification
We believe diversification is key to mitigating market risk, that is why we offer one of the most diversified AiM
portfolios on the market. We typically hold 40 companies across eight of the ten AiM sectors. The notable sector
exclusions from our portfolio are Utilities and Oil and Gas, and in addition we do not invest in companies which
have a binary outcome.

Examples of Our Holdings

Abcam PLC

Nichols PLC

GB Group PLC

Abcam is a global life sciences
company founded in 1998 as a
spin off from the University of
Cambridge. It develops reagents
and tools serving life science
researchers.
Abcam
focuses
on helping to advance global
understanding of biology and
causes of disease, which in turn
will drive new treatments and
improved health.

Nichols is an international soft
drinks business with sales in over
85 countries. It distributes still,
sparkling and frozen drinks under
the brand Vimto (a secret recipe
of fruits and spices) and has built
up its portfolio to also incorporate
Levi Roots, Feel Good, Starslush,
Panda and Sunkist.

GB Group is a global specialist
in identity data intelligence. It is
headquartered in the UK, with
1,000 employees in 18 locations
across the world. Its products
include solutions for identity
verification, location intelligence
and fraud and compliance.

Why we hold Abcam PLC

Why we hold Nichols PLC

Why we hold GB Group PLC

Abcam is the third-largest holding
on the AiM market by market
capitalisation. It has an established
business, with two thirds of
the world’s 750,000 life science
researchers using Abcam’s range of
antibodies, reagents, biomarkers
and other products. It sells to over
140 countries and revenues rose
10.8% in the first half of the year to
31 December 2019.

Nichols holds a diverse portfolio
of drinks, with demand across the
globe. Vimto was first exported to
India in the 1920s and has grown
a considerable market share in the
Middle East, Far East and Africa,
because it is very popular during
Ramadan given its unique taste.
Saudi Arabia is the largest market
outside the UK.

GB Group is a globally established
and fast growing supplier in an
expanding market. Revenue was
expected to rise 39% for the year
to 31 March 2020, and operating
profit up 47%. Net debt was
expected to be reduced from £66
million to £35 million.

Market Capitalisation
£3,253 million*

Market Capitalisation
£461 million*

Market Capitalisation
£1,295 million*

*Source: London Stock Exchange AiM Statistics, May 2020
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Performance Updates
We produce monthly factsheets showing our latest performance, our allocations and up to date market
commentary. These are available on our website at www.stellar-am.com and will also be published on our
online portals for clients and advisers.

Performance Comparison
The following table illustrates how an investment in the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service might compare over
three years to holding cash in a savings account, or with an investment in a portfolio of stocks in the main market
of the London Stock Exchange - assumed to return 7.5% per annum. A range of potential annual returns is shown
for the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax service.

0.5% SAVINGS
ACCOUNT £200,000

7.5% LSE Shares
£200,000

3YRS

3YRS

VALUE £203,015

VALUE £245,009

40%

40%

40%

IHT £81,206

IHT £98,003

NO IHT

VALUE £121,809

VALUE £147,006

-5%

STELLAR AIM IHT SERVICE £200,000
0%
5%

3YRS
VALUE £171,475

VALUE £171,475

VALUE £200,000

VALUE £200,000

VALUE £231,525

VALUE £231,525

Notes:
The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service is higher risk than saving accounts and the main market
of the London Stock Exchange.
After two years, a holding in the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service should attract 100% relief
from IHT, provided the initial investment is held at the point of death.
All returns are calculated using annual compounding and rounded to the nearest whole pound
where applicable.
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Key Risks
The key risks associated with the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service are outlined here - please refer to the
Terms for a full list.

Your capital is at risk

The value of your portfolio, and any income derived
from it, may go down as well as up and you may not
get back the full amount you invested.

Qualifying investments are not guaranteed

Although it is intended that the Stellar AiM
Inheritance Tax Service will be operated such that
investors will qualify for IHT relief after two years,
there is no guarantee that this will be achieved or
maintained. The level of IHT relief may be restricted
if any investment becomes non-qualifying for
Business Relief purposes. For example if the
company becomes listed on a stock market so that
the shares are no longer unquoted for tax purposes.

Target returns are not guaranteed and
you cannot rely on past performance

Please remember that past performance is not
a reliable indicator to future performance, and
there is no guarantee the target return objectives
will be met.

Tax reliefs are not guaranteed

The rates of tax, tax benefits and tax allowances
described in this brochure are based on current
legislation and HMRC practice. They are not
guaranteed, are subject to change and depend
on personal circumstances. In addition, any
changes to the investments that qualify for
Business Relief may have a material adverse effect
on the value of your portfolio or the ability of
Stellar to achieve the objectives of the Stellar AiM
Inheritance Tax Service.

Investments are long-term and high risk

Investments must be held for at least two years,
and held at death, to benefit from Business Relief.
Portfolios will be invested in companies quoted
on the AiM market, which may be significantly
more volatile, carry higher risk and be less liquid
than many other investments - particularly in
comparison to larger companies traded on the
main market of the London Stock Exchange.

Your portfolio may be difficult to sell

Although you can request a withdrawal from
your portfolio, there may be a delay because the
interests in the AiM companies are not liquid, and
these shares tend to be harder to sell than those
of larger companies. This means you may not be
able to sell the shares immediately and you may
have to accept a price that is less than the value of
the shares.

Conflicts of interest

Instances may arise where the interests of one
group of investors will present a conflict with the
interests of another group, or an interest of Stellar.
In the event of a conflict, Stellar’s investment
committee will work to ensure that this is resolved
fairly and in accordance with its conflicts policy.

If you have any questions, please consult
your adviser or call Stellar on 020 3195 3500.
Please note that calls to Stellar may be recorded.
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Fees and Charges
Initial Subscription Fee

1%

Dealing Fee

1%

Management Fee

1% plus VAT

Administration Fee

0.25% plus VAT

The initial subscription fee is 1% of the amount invested.
There is a dealing fee of 1% of the amount dealt, with
a minimum of £15 per transaction.

The annual management fee is in respect of
investment management and is 1% (plus VAT) per
annum of the market value of your portfolio, charged
on a quarterly basis.
The administration fee covers the costs of the
provision of administration to your portfolio and is
0.25% (plus VAT) per annum of the market value of
your portfolio. It is charged on a quarterly basis.
All fees are expressed as a percentage of the
market value of your portfolio. We do not charge an
exit or performance related fee. Further details of the
fees charged and the timing of payments is provided in
the Terms.
We are able to facilitate both initial and ongoing adviser
charges from your Portfolio. You and your financial
adviser will need to complete the relevant section of
the Application Form.

Investing in the Stellar AiM
Inheritance Tax Service
We are committed to making it simple for you to
invest with us. You can invest in the Stellar AiM
Inheritance Tax Service by transferring existing equity
portfolios, ISAs or investing capital directly.
Upon acceptance of a completed and signed
Application Form, your money will be held in a bank
account pending investment, with each investor’s
investment clearly and separately identified. The
shares in which your monies are invested will be
beneficially owned by you, but held by a nominee on
your behalf.

If the investor dies within two years of investment,
then the portfolio will not benefit from Business
Relief and the assets will be liable to IHT as part
of their estate. However, if the investor has a
surviving spouse, the assets may be transferred
without triggering an IHT liability, and without
the requirement of a new two year
qualifying period.

Upon the death of the investor, the securities
are included in the deceased’s estate for probate
purposes and revalued as at the date of death.
However, if the securities were held for two years or
more, then 100% Business Relief is available - which
should mean that no IHT will be payable on the
market value of the securities at the time of death.

We are committed to making
it simple for you to invest with us.

Planning Opportunities
The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service can be held
in an ISA, so you keep your existing ISA benefits
whilst protecting your capital from IHT. This can help
you create a wholly tax-efficient portfolio free from
income, capital gains and inheritance tax.
Transferring existing ISA investments is an easy and
simple way to improve your tax efficiency, as you
retain income and capital gains tax relief but will
then also benefit from IHT relief. Please refer to the
Stellar AiM ISA Inheritance Tax Service brochure for
further information.

Withdrawing Money
You can request for any shares in your portfolio to be
sold and then withdraw monies from the Stellar AiM
Inheritance Tax Service at any time. Withdrawals will
usually be satisfied within 10 days of your withdrawal
request being received by us.

Where the shares to be sold, and the withdrawal,
amounts to £30,000 or more, we will use reasonable
efforts to raise the entire amount within the timescale
requested. However, we reserve the right, in your
own interest, to take longer if necessary to, ensure
the orderly disposal of investments.

Transferring Investments into the
Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service
The Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service has
been designed to accept in specie transfers of
existing equity portfolios regardless of size and
constitution. This could for example be a portfolio
of companies on larger stock exchanges, or existing
AiM portfolios with a different manager or
stockbroker. We will reconstitute the portfolio and
manage it in accordance with the terms of the Stellar
AiM Inheritance Tax Service.

Investors should note that liquidity in some
companies quoted on AiM may be limited, making
it difficult to accommodate sudden large orders for
sales or purchases of investments.

Further details on the structure of the Stellar AiM Inheritance Tax Service, and accessing your capital,
are provided in the Terms. If you have any further questions please speak to your adviser or call
Stellar on 020 3195 3500. Please note that calls to Stellar may be recorded. The Stellar AiM Inheritance
Tax Service is available to investors both inside and outside an ISA. We also accept both portfolio and ISA
transfers. If you are interested in ISAs please read our Stellar AiM ISA Inheritance Tax Service brochure.
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Collaborative Intergenerational
Inheritance Tax Services

Stellar Asset Management Limited
Kendal House, 1 Conduit Street, London W1S 2XA
020 3195 3500 | enquiries@stellar-am.com

www.stellar-am.com
AIM-BR-0620
Registered in England and Wales No. 06381679.
Stellar Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

